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InAs quantum dots grown on the GaAs„113…A and GaAs„1̄1̄3̄…B surfaces:
A comparative STM study

Y. Temko, T. Suzuki, P. Kratzer, and K. Jacobi*
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4–6, D-14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 7 May 2003; published 14 October 2003!

InAs quantum dots~QD’s! were grown on GaAs~113!A and GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B substrates by molecular-beam
epitaxy. Atomically resolved scanning tunneling microscopy images acquiredin situ from uncapped samples
reveal the shape of the QD’s including the atomic structure of their main bounding facets. On the~113!A

substrate the QD’s are elongated along@332̄] with a wide size distribution, whereas on (11̄̄3̄)B they are rather
round and exhibit a more uniform size distribution. These observations are related to the different morphology
of the substrates before QD formation. The differences in shape, size, and size distribution are discussed in
terms of facet growth kinetics.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.165310 PACS number~s!: 68.65.Hb, 68.37.Ef, 81.05.Ea, 68.35.Bs
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dislocation-free three-dimensional~3D! islands, called
quantum dots~QD’s!, have attracted considerable interest
cently because they behave like artificial atoms with uniq
optoelectronic properties.1,2 The QD’s grow in the Stranski
Krastanow~SK! growth mode,3 which often occurs in het-
eroepitaxy for systems with significant lattice mismatch su
as InAs/GaAs (7.2%). The SK growth mode leads to
instantaneous self-organization of the QD’s on top of a w
ting layer, when the amount of deposited material excee
critical thickness which is about 1.6 monolayer~ML ! for
InAs/GaAs~001!. The QD’s, composed of a low-band-ga
semiconductor~e.g., InAs or InxGa12xAs) and embedded in
a wide-band-gap substrate~e.g., GaAs!, create a confinemen
potential for electrons and holes. Thereby, the electro
structure of the QD’s and the efficiency of the devices ba
on them are determined by their shape, size, and size d
bution which presumably are largely fixed during the S
growth mode.

It has been known for some time that the reconstruct
and orientation of the substrate play a key role in InAs/Ga
heteroepitaxy: InAs QD’s form on GaAs~001!,4 GaAs~113!A
andB,5,6 and GaAs~114!A andB,6 whereas InAs grows in the
layer-by-layer growth mode with the introduction of disloc
tions on GaAs~110!,7 GaAs~111!A,8 and GaAs(1̄1̄1̄)B.9 The
differences in growth mode have not been explained
Presumably, the structure of the substrate surface influe
the growth kinetics, producing specific QD sizes and s
distributions.5,10 Furthermore, the substrate orientation m
induce certain bonding facets on the QD’s and therefore
termine their shape.11–16It is therefore interesting to compar
the formation and development of InAs QD’s on substra
of different orientation.

It has been reported already that InAs QD’s on GaAs~001!
exhibit two mirror-symmetry planes as on the bulk-trunca
~001! substrate. From reflection high-energy electron diffra
tion ~RHEED! observations a~136! orientation of the facets
was proposed earlier.11 Later and presumably more correctl
four ~137! bounding facets were derived from scanning tu
0163-1829/2003/68~16!/165310~12!/$20.00 68 1653
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neling microscopy ~STM!.13 These facets, which frame
nearly the whole QD, grow with equal rates because of
same reconstruction and elastic energy density. On h
index substrates the symmetry is lower and, e.g., GaAs$113%
surfaces exhibit only one symmetry plane normal to the s
face. Therefore, only two planes are expected with equ
lent indices and growth rates. As two planes alone can
confine a 3D island, other surfaces with different grow
rates are likely to develop. Thus, preferential migration of
atoms among the different bounding facets from the slow
to the faster growing facets, so-called intersurface diffusi
should be taken into account.

In this contribution we report on the influence of substra
reconstruction and orientation on the shape, size, and
distribution of InAs QD’s grown on GaAs~113!A ~Refs. 17–

19! and GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B ~Refs. 20 and 21! substrates. Gener
ally, one defines theA andB faces as follows: A surface in
the vicinity of ~111!A is an A face, and a surface in th

vicinity of (1̄1̄1̄)B is a B face. Although we have alread
reported on the atomically resolved shape of these QD’s,14,15

we find it important to compare the growth on the two su
strates in greater detail and to illuminate the role of the w
ting layer. First, we show that the atomic arrangement is
the same on the bare GaAs$113% surfaces and on the subs
quently grown InAs wetting layers. We conclude that th
obviously induces a different morphological response to
misfit strain and results in different sizes and size distrib
tions of the QD’s. Second, we demonstrate from atomica
resolved STM images that, although the bounding facets
pearing on the main part of the QD’s are identical, the ov
all shape of the QD’s is largely different on both substrat

In Sec. II we will give some experimental details. In Se
III we will combine results and discussion for the bare su
strate surface, the wetting layer, the coherent islands, ca
QD’s, the larger islands, some of them being presuma
incoherent, and their growth kinetics. We also will summ
rize the results for the atomically resolved shape of the m
jority, presumably coherent QD’s. The conclusion will fo
low in Sec. IV.
©2003 The American Physical Society10-1
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II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were carried out in a multichamb
ultrahigh-vacuum system that was equipped with
molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE! and an STM chamber~Park
Scientific Instruments, VP2! as described in detai
elsewhere.22 The GaAs~113!A- and GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B-oriented
substrates with a typical size of 5310 mm2 were cut from a
GaAs~113! wafer (n type, Si doped, carrier concentratio
1.4–4.831018 cm23, Wafer Technology! and prepared in the
same way. The samples were cleaned by several ion b
bardment and annealing cycles. Thereafter GaAs buffer
ers about 50 nm thick were deposited using MBE at a sam
temperature of 530–570 °C. The temperature was meas
by a pyrometer that was calibrated against the GaAs~001!
c(434) to (234) transition at 465610 °C. The samples
were then cooled down to 450610 °C and InAs was depos
ited at a growth rate of about 0.05–0.07 Å /s and an As2/In
ratio of 40–50 at an As2 pressure of 731027 mbar. The
deposition of 2.56 0.3 ML (ML11351.82 Å ; the index 113
indicates the monolayer perpendicular to$113%! of InAs onto
GaAs~113!A and of 1.76 0.3 ML onto GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B led to
the appearance of sharp spots in the RHEED pattern~with
the electron beam along@332̄] !, indicating the onset of 3D
SK growth. Immediately after the transition to the S
growth, the samples were transferred to the STM cham
within 60 s without breaking the vacuum. STM images we
acquired from the uncapped QD’s at room temperature
constant-current mode.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Bare GaAs„113…A and GaAs„1̄1̄3̄…B surfaces and InAs
wetting layers

At 450 °C — the growth temperature of the InAs QD
— the bare GaAs~113!A surface exhibits the (83 1) recon-
struction @it is called ‘‘8 3 1’’ with respect to the face-
centered~113! unit cell#.17–19 It was confirmed by RHEED
patterns during preparation, afterwards at room tempera
and also through subsequent STM experiments at room
perature. Zigzag chains of As dimers extending along@ 3̄3̄2#
are characteristic elements of this reconstruction as depi
schematically in Fig. 1~a!. The GaAs~113!A(8 3 1)
reconstruction17–19 comprises three atomic layers with a
overall corrugation of 3.4 Å and exhibits the largest unit c
among the known GaAs reconstructions: 32.0 Å in the@ 1̄10#

direction and 13.3 Å in the@ 3̄3̄2# direction. The zigzag
chains in the top and middle layers are phase shifted b
quarter of the unit cell in@ 3̄3̄2# direction. Note that a sur
face, formed by continuously stacking zigzag chains fr
middle to top to next top and so on, results in a~3 7 15!
surface.23 Between the middle zigzag chains in the (
3 1) unit cell there is a trench containing As and Ga da
gling bonds from the third layer. The bulk-truncated~113!
surface exhibits (1̄10) as symmetry plane, but the (83 1)
reconstruction suspends this symmetry. A small-area S
image of GaAs~113!A is presented in Fig. 1~b!. We suc-
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ceeded in atomically resolving the As dimers in the zigz
chains. The overall corrugation measured from STM ima
is 3.0 6 0.4 Å and the length of unit cell vectors is 32.5
6 0.5 Å and 13.06 0.5 Å , which nicely confirms the
model for the (83 1) reconstruction.

Several authors have reported on an unusual undula
morphology on GaAs~113!A, both for surfaces prepared b
MBE and by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy.24–26In Ref.
24 it has been shown that GaAs~3 7 15!A and GaAs~2 5 11!
A surfaces appear as side facets of arrowhead like pits,
rounded by the (83 1) reconstruction. This was not repro
duced in the present study.~The difference may be due to th
buffer layer which was about 200 nm in the former stud
compared to 50 nm in the present work.! Under the prepara-
tion conditions in this study the surface consists of fai
small (8 3 1) terraces with many islands up to 12 Å
height and up to 1803 600 Å 2 in lateral dimensions, which
are seen in Fig. 2~a! as large hills elongated in the@ 3̄3̄2#

direction.~The stripes along@ 3̄3̄2# are due to the As-dime
zigzag chains.! The density of the hills is (3.76 1.5)
3 1010 cm22, which is of the same order of magnitude

FIG. 1. ~a! Top view of the structural model for GaAs~113!
A(8 3 1). Atoms in the second and third layers are depicted w
smaller circles. The As atoms in dimers are connected with bl
bars. The zigzag chains of As dimers are depicted with dotted li
~b! Atomically resolved STM image of GaAs~113!A(8 3 1): the
size of the image is (903 80) Å 2, sample bias voltageU
522.5 V, sample currentI 50.24 nA. In the overlay As dimers ar
depicted with black circles and connected by dotted lines in acc
with the structural model.
0-2
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the density of subsequently grown InAs QD’s. Thus, the
GaAs islands may act as nucleation centers for the In
QD’s: For the first few layers of InAs overgrowing the GaA
island, strain relaxation on top of the island is more efficie
than in a homogeneous InAs layer. This effect is similar
the mechanism responsible for strain-induced vertical sta
ing of InAs QD’s on GaAs~001!,27 where the lattice of the
embedding material is expanded around the buried dot
the local lattice constant is nearer to that of the grow
InAs, and therefore the QD’s in the next layer of the sta
prefer to form at these areas of expanded substrate latti

A magnified STM image of a typical GaAs island
shown in Fig. 2~b!. On both sides of the island,$3 7 15%A
facets develop along@ 3̄3̄2# by stacking of (83 1) As-
dimer zigzag chains. A high-resolution STM image of one
the facets is shown in Fig. 2~c!. The facet is inclined to the
~113!A substrate by 96 3° and exhibits the unit cell vector
a1513.2 6 0.3 Å anda2511.0 6 0.5 Å . @The geometrical
values for the GaAs~3 7 15!(1 3 1) reconstruction pro-
jected onto the~113! plane are 9.7°, 13.3 Å , and 10.5 Å ,
respectively.# The size of each facet is up to 100 unit cel
As the islands have a triangular shape, facets other than~3 7
15! should develop as bounding facets. The$137%A ~Ref. 13!
and$2 5 11%A ~Refs. 23,24 and 28! surfaces, whose intersec
tion lines with the~113!A surface are tilted against@ 3̄3̄2# by
16.8° and 5.7°, fulfill this requirement and were actua
found in this region, as shown in Fig. 2~d!. However, no
long-range-ordered areas of these surfaces were observ

FIG. 2. ~a! Overview STM image of GaAs~113!A(8
3 1): (26203 2620) Å2, U522.5 V, I 50.16 nA. ~b! High-
resolution STM image of GaAs~113!A(1 3 1) with a 3D GaAs
island: (6853 685) Å 2, U522.5 V, I 50.16 nA. ~c! High-
resolution STM image of the GaAs~3 7 15!A(1 3 1) facet on the
GaAs islands: (743 74) Å 2, U522.5 V, I 50.16 nA.~d! High-
resolution STM image of the spike of a GaAs island on GaAs~113!
A(8 3 1): (2303 230) Å 2, U522.7 V, I 50.2 nA.
16531
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The appearance of high-index GaAs$3 7 15%A, $137%A,
and$2 5 11%A surfaces on GaAs~113!A cannot be explained
by the surface free energy, because under As-rich condit
the respective values of 55 meV/Å2 ~Ref. 28!, 56 meV/Å2

~Ref. 29!, and 53 meV/Å2 ~Ref. 28! are greater than the
value of 47 meV/Å2 which was calculated for the
GaAs(113)A(8 3 1) reconstruction.18 Probably, the shape
of the GaAs islands is influenced by growth kinetics, whi
was found to be very anisotropic on$113% surfaces.17,19

The ~113!A surface becomes more corrugated and e
disordered when depositing InAs. The large-area STM im
of the InAs wetting layer on GaAs~113!A in Fig. 3~a! reveals
that the 3D hills elongated along@ 3̄3̄2# still remain, with a
slightly decreased density, 1010 cm22, and the height and
lateral dimensions are less well defined. An atomically
solved STM image in Fig. 3~b!, acquired from the wetting
layer between the large hills, shows the disappearance of
flat region on the surface. Poorly ordered, small arrowh
like hills develop instead of the original (83 1) reconstruc-
tion. The 3D hills are pointing along@ 3̄3̄2# with walls built
up from a mixture of$3 7 15%A, $2 5 11%A, and $137%A
surfaces.@In Fig. 3~c! a ~137!A facet is shown.# A similar
behavior of the wetting layer was observed by deposit
In0.5Ga0.5As onto GaAs~311!A.30

The strong undulation of the wetting layer is probab
caused by a partial relaxation of the strain at the 3D hills
that a surface rich with hills may be favorable. Also, from t
surface-energy point of view, covering the GaAs surface
InAs is favorable since the surface free energy
InAs(3 7 15)A, (2 5 11)A, and ~137!A is 42, 41, and
44 meV/Å2, respectively,29 i.e., lower than for the respec
tive GaAs surfaces. This difference in surface energy c
tainly favors, at least at the beginning, a 2D growth of t
wetting layer and a smooth following of every substra
roughness. However, no long-range-ordered areas of t
surfaces were observed after InAs deposition. Overall,
wetting layer exhibits a rather chaotic morphology.

Now we turn to the (1̄1̄3̄)B substrate which — during
growth at high temperature — exhibits a well-ordered (
3 1) reconstruction@as on theA side, 83 1 is taken with
respect to the face-centered (11̄̄3̄) unit cell# consisting of
zigzag chains of Ga dimers in the top and middle layers,13,21

obviously in an identical arrangement as the As dimers
the ~113!A face for the As-rich (83 1) reconstruction. It
can be recognized from Fig. 4 that the mesoscopic morp
ogy of the GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B(8 3 1) surface differs strongly
from that of theA face shown in Fig. 2; large terraces a
observed and no tendency to form other high-index surfa
is recognized. This may be related to a presumably h
energy of (3̄7̄ 15̄)B,(2̄ 5̄ 11̄)B, and (1̄3̄7̄)B surfaces
which have not been observed up to now.

At 470–490 °C under As2 flux, the GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B surface
undergoes a transition to a less-ordered (23 1)1(1 3 1)
structure by incorporating As atoms and rearranging
dimers, thus filling up the trenches. This mixed (23 1)
1(1 3 1) structure consists of locally ordered As adato
and dimers on the bulk-truncated (11̄̄3̄)B surface.21 Thus, at
0-3
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450 °C — the growth temperature of the InAs QD’s — t
surface reconstruction is not the same as on the GaAs~113!A
substrate. Furthermore, with the transition to the As-r
phase, the GaAs(11̄̄3̄)B surface does not change i
morphology.21

STM images of the InAs wetting layer~see one example
in Fig. 5! exhibit terraces up to 1000 Å wide, separated

FIG. 3. STM images of the InAs wetting layer on GaAs~113!A.
The thickness of deposited InAs is 1.85 ML.~a! (4000
3 4000) Å2, U523.0 V, I 50.5 nA; ~b! (1000
3 1000) Å2, U523.0 V, I 50.2 nA; ~c! turned by 90° with re-
spect to~a! and ~b! (480 3 165) Å 2, U523.0 V, I 50.2 nA.
16531
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mostly monatomic steps; i.e., the (11̄̄3̄)B substrate remains
very flat before the growth of InAs QD’s starts. Moreove
near to the SK transition, as is the case in Fig. 5, the m
phology is very similar to that on~001! ~Ref. 31!: small ~S!
and large~L! 2D monatomic islands and small 3D cluste
~C! up to 4 ML in height~potential precursors for the InA
QD’s! are seen in the STM image. One may suppose that
very large similarity and the rather flat wetting layer may
mirrored in the similarly favorable optical properties foun
for InAs QD’s grown on both the GaAs~001! ~Ref. 32! and
the GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B ~Ref. 33! substrate.

FIG. 4. Overview STM image of GaAs(11̄̄3̄)B(8
3 1): (25003 2500) Å2, U522.8 V, I 50.15 nA. The surface
was prepared — following buffer layer growth — by keeping t
sample at the growth temperature of 530°C for 15 min and the2
Knudsen cell shut off, i.e., under less As-rich conditions. From R
21.

FIG. 5. Overview STM image of the InAs wetting layer o

GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B(8 3 1) just before the SK transition: (4000
3 4000) Å2, U522.55 V, I 50.1 nA. The thickness of deposite
InAs is 1.35 ML.
0-4
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B. Kinetic interrelation between the shape of individual QD’s
and the statistical properties of QD ensembles

The development in time of a QD ensemble consists
two periods, which may, for different QD’s of the ensemb
also overlap: a nucleation period and a growth period,
which the QD’s acquire their final size. In the following, w
will attempt to show that the relative duration of both perio
is crucial for the properties of the resulting QD’s. Grow
proceeds by adding layers of material to the side facets of
QD’s. The duration of the growth period is determined by t
magnitude of diffusive flow of material from the wettin
layer to the QD’s, but more importantly by the speed of 2
growth of the fastest-growing facet of the QD. Due to t
latter effect, the shape of the individual QD’s in an ensem
and the statistical properties of the ensemble, in partic
the sharpness of the QD size distribution, are interrelate

We will first discuss the QD shape: Due to the differe
2D growth speed of different QD facets, a characteris
growth shape of the QD’s evolves. For an object of conv
geometry, such as a QD, fast 2D growth of a facet lead
elongation of the QD in the direction of this facet, and fina
the facets will disappear from the QD. The remaining fac
grow more slowly, and thus the overall growth rate of t
QD will become smaller and smaller, until growth sto
when all available InAs has been consumed. The rela
growth speed of facets can be estimated from growth exp
ments on patterned substrates.34–38 However, one should
keep in mind that certain facets, on the patterned substra
on the quantum dot or on both, may grow in step-flow mo
with the edge between two facets acting as a continu
source of steps. In this case, the detailed atomic structur
the edge and its reactive properties may be crucial for de
ing the relative growth speed of the two adjacent facets.

Next we will discuss the size of the QD’s: While earli
calculations for InAs QD on GaAs~001! have shown that
there is no energetic reason for a specific island size to
reached39 ~an island may grow indefinitely by decreasing
average energy per atom!, several reasons lead to a slowin
down of the growth and, finally, to a rather well-defined
land size. First, there is only a finite amount of InAs ava
able, in which a given number of nuclei must share. T
leads to a well-defined value for the average island size.40,41

Second, large QD’s tend to grow more slowly, and theref
the QD’s in an ensemble tend to end up at similar siz
There is a number of effects contributing to this rather g
eral trend: As pointed out in the paragraph above, on la
islands, only the more slowly growing facets remain. Mo
over, if the growth of a facet does not proceed in step-fl
mode, a 2D nucleus must be formed on the facet each tim
new layer is added. It has been argued that the activa
energy for forming such a nucleus increases with the siz
the facet.42 Consequently, facet growth stops once the Q
has reached a certain size. Furthermore, it has been show
least in a special case, that the strain field induced in
substrate around a QD hinders diffusive material flow
wards the dot.43 Since the strain field of a QD is inhomoge
neous, with the highest strain values at the footing of the Q
in the center of the edge between QD and substrate~see Ref.
42!, large QD’s are affected more strongly by the detrimen
16531
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effect of strain on surface diffusion. All these effects togeth
give rise to a quite well-defined size of the QD’s, at whi
their growth stops or at least becomes very slow.

Under these premises, the size distribution in an ensem
of QD’s is determined by the relative duration of the nuc
ation period and growth period. The time scale for the nuc
ation period is set by the amount of supersaturation supp
by the flux of In atoms and by their diffusivity on the su
face. Furthermore, in the case of heterogeneous nuclea
the number and availability of special nucleation sites w
affect the duration of the nucleation period. The duration
the growth period depends mainly on the speed at which
growing QD’s can incorporate the material, i.e., on t
growth speed of the fastest-growing facet. If 3D growth
the QD’s is rather fast, but nucleation proceeds over a lon
period, the ensemble will — at each moment — consist
QD’s at different stages of their growth. We call this nucl
ation limitation. On the other hand, if nucleation is limited
a rather narrow time interval compared to the time scale
QD growth, the final size of an individual QD will be almos
independent of the moment of its nucleation, and the Q
ensemble will exhibit a narrow size distribution, for the re
sons discussed above. We call this growth limitation. In
following, we will compare the experimental findings fo
QD’s grown on the GaAs~113!A and (1̄1̄3̄)B substrate with
the above considerations in mind.

C. Comparison of the QD ensembles GaAs„113…A and GaAs
„1̄1̄3̄…B

Different atomic structures of the bare GaAs~113!A and
GaAs surfaces and the respective InAs wetting layers le
suppose that somewhat different QD’s may develop on th
two surfaces. Indeed, some well-defined differences were
served experimentally. Figure 6 shows two STM images
InAs QD’s grown on GaAs~113!A and GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B in a 3D
plot. More detailed views from on top are given in Fig.
From Figs. 6 and 7 one recognizes that on~113!A three
different structures can be observed: small hills or emb
dots, a larger number of QD’s of intermediate size, and s
eral larger islands. Both the QD’s and the larger dots
extended along@332̄]. An embryo dot is marked by an arrow
in Fig. 6~a! and also depicted below in Fig. 9~a!. The embryo
dot is terminated by$2 5 11%A surfaces which are inclined to
the substrate by only 10.0°.

So on the GaAs~113!A substrate it seems that dots in di
ferent growth states are observed. Such a situation is
pected for nucleation limitation, i.e., if nucleation takes pla
over a period typical for QD growth. We have already spe
lated that the QD’s may grow on top of the hills in the rou
substrate layer. As these hills have random sizes and diffe
built-in strains, the critical InAs thickness will be exceed
locally at different moments during the InAs deposition. Th
means that events of nucleating QD’s will take place ove
rather long time interval.

The behavior on (1̄1̄3̄)B is remarkably different. The
wetting layer is much more smooth and the ensemble of d
much more uniform. Besides the normal QD’s, only a sm
0-5
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number of elongated dots is observed. One of them
marked by an arrow in Fig. 6~b!. Remarkable is also the
different structure in the wetting layer as already discus
above. So for (1̄1̄3̄)B we conclude that we are in a growt
regime different from the~113!A surface: The nucleation pe
riod is short compared to the growth period, and the fina
observed QD ensemble does not preserve any memor
nucleation. No small dots or embryos can be observed un
these conditions, as can be clearly seen in Figs. 7~c! and
7~d!. These observations provide clear evidence for
above-mentioned growth limitation.

The critical thickness — as established with RHEED
at which the 3D QD’s are formed is 2.56 0.3 ML113 for the
A face and 1.76 0.3 ML113 for theB face. The delay in the
SK transition on theA face can be explained by the parti
relaxation of InAs at the 3D small and large hills observ
already on the wetting layer, because in the 3D structu
InAs can better relax than in the 2D film. A similar delay
QD formation was found for In0.5Ga0.5As grown by the MBE
for GaAs~311!A compared to GaAs~100! under otherwise
identical preparation conditions.30

The different size distributions of the QD’s are appare
While there are many small as well as large dots on thA
face, those on theB face are very uniform. The measure
size distributions are shown in Fig. 8. On the~113!A surface,
the measured diameters at the base along@ 3̄3̄2# are distrib-
uted between 30 and 60 nm with the peak of 35% at 40

FIG. 6. 3D overview STM images of the InAs QD’s grown o

the ~a! GaAs~113!A and ~b! GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B surfaces. The image
were acquired and presented in 3D form with the same parame
The size is (50003 5000) Å2, U523 V, I 50.1 nA. The
growth temperature was 450 °C and the nominal InAs thickn
was 2.5 ML113 on theA and 1.4 ML113 on theB face. A nucleus on
the ~113!A surface and a large dot are marked by arrows.
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and between 20 and 40 nm with the peak of 45% at 30
on the (1̄1̄3̄)B surface. The 33 1010 cm22 in number den-
sity on GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B is higher than the 9.53 109 cm22 on
GaAs~113!A. Before we compare the QD formation on theA
andB faces in further detail, we briefly recall the atomical
resolved shape of the individual QD’s as determined byin
situ STM images of unburied dots.14,15

FIG. 7. ~a! Top-view STM images of InAs QD’s on GaAs~113!
A. ~b! Dot embryos and wetting layer for InAs QD’s on GaAs~113!

A. ~c! Top-view STM images of InAs QD’s on GaAs(11̄̄3̄)B. ~d!

Wetting layer for InAs QD’s on GaAs(11̄̄3̄)B. U523 V, I 50.1
nA.

FIG. 8. Size distribution for QD’s grown on GaAs~113!A and

(1̄1̄3̄)B substrates at 450 °. The full width at the base along@ 3̄3̄2#
was taken.
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D. Atomically resolved shape of InAs QD’s on GaAs„113…A

It is fascinating how perfectly crystalline islands form o
the disordered wetting layer on the GaAs~113!A surface
shown in Fig. 3~b!. Figure 9~a! exhibits an atomically re-
solved embryo dot which will be discussed below. Figu
9~b! presents a 3D STM image of an typical InAs QD with
height of 45 Å .15 It adopts an intermediate shape betwe
the embryo in Fig. 9~a! and the elongated island in the fin
growth state~see Fig. 12 below!. The exact azimuthal direc
tions on the substrate were determined from the atomic
resolved wetting layer as well as from wafer-manufactu
data. The QD exhibits mirror symmetry with respect to t
(1̄10) plane perpendicular to the~113!A substrate plane
along@332̄]. The island comprises two symmetrical facets
a frontal facet 2, two small facets 3 on the summit, and
rounded region 4.

The facets 1, shown in Fig. 10~a! on an enlarged scale, ar
identified to be$110% planes from following STM measure
ments: The facets are inclined to the~113!A substrate by
29° 6 4° and exhibit unit-cell vectors ofu153.8 6 0.2 Å
and u255.5 6 0.2 Å . @The geometrical values for the In
As~GaAs!$110% surface projected onto~113! are 31.5°,u1
53.9(3.6) Å , andu255.8 (5.4) Å , respectively.# On the
left facet 1 in Fig. 9~b! @on the~101! surface# a 2D embryo,
1 ML high, can be seen that occupies the lower middle p
of the facet. In the theory outlined in Refs. 39 and 42, it h

FIG. 9. ~a! 3D STM image of a QD nucleus grown o
GaAs~113!A: (440 3 440) Å 2, U523.0 V, I 50.1 nA. The
stripes of$2 5 11%A facets are indicated by the bars at the nucle
foot. ~b! 3D STM image of an InAs QD of an intermediate shap
(320 3 320) Å 2, U523.0 V, I 50.32 nA.
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been assumed that nucleation occurs at the bottom e
which is at first glance in agreement with our observatio
However, these calculations had shown that nucleation at
lower facet edge, in particular in the middle of this edg
would be associated with high strain energy i.e., the In
material must be strongly compressed before incorpora
into the QD crystal. Therefore the authors of Refs. 39 and
assumed that the 2D embryo grows out of one of the low
corners of the facet. Our observation shows that this assu
tion is not generally valid, thus casting some doubt on
details of the growth model considered in Refs. 39 and
The observation of such an island further indicates that
~110! facets grow rather slowly; otherwise, a full facet lay
would have been developed during shutting off the Knud
cells.

The triangular facet 2 @Fig. 10~b!# is a ~111!
A(2 3 2)-reconstructed surface as derived from followi
measurements: It is inclined to~113!A by 26° 6 4° and
exhibits a rhombic unit cell with the vectoru58.0
6 0.4 Å . @Geometrical values for the In~Ga! vacancy buck-
ling model of the ~111!A(2 3 2) reconstruction44,45 are
29.5° andu57.8 (7.2) Å .# The filled-state STM image in
Fig. 10~b! is also very similar to that acquired from the pl
nar GaAs~111!A(2 3 2) surface.46

The facets 3 on the summit of the island@Fig. 10~c!# are
$2 5 11%A-reconstructed surfaces as extracted from the
lowing measurements: The angle to the substrate and
lengths of the unit-cell vectors are 76 3°, u1511.5
6 0.5 Å , andu2521.7 6 1.0 Å , respectively.@The geo-
metrical values for the InAs~GaAs! $2 5 11%A(1 3 1)
reconstruction23,28 are 10.0°,u1511.3 (10.5) Å , andu2
520.2 (18.8) Å .# The small$2 5 11%A facets are character
istic of an intermediate stage during QD growth and dis

s
:

FIG. 10. Atomically resolved STM images~error signal
5constant-height mode! of corresponding facets on the QD, num
bered in Fig. 9~b!: ~a! the ~011! or ~101! facet: (373 37) Å 2, U
523.1 V, I 50.135 nA; ~b! the ~111!A(2 3 2) reconstructed
facet: (983 98) Å 2, U523 V, I 50.32 nA; ~c! ~ 2 5 11!A(1
3 1) reconstructed facets on the summit of the island: (1
3 110) Å 2, U522.5 V, I 50.33 nA; and~d! the border between

the ~011! and the (1̄13)B(1 3 1) facet: (633 63) Å 2, U
523.1 V, I 50.135 nA.
0-7
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pear when the QD achieves the final elongated shape~see
below!. We note that very large~2 5 11!A facets were ob-
served on top of the InAs QD’s on GaAs~113!A by Wang
et al.16 We believe that the difference with our results is
the different As2 pressure which was larger by an order
magnitude in Ref. 16. The surface free energy of the~110!
cleavage plane (52 meV/Å2) is independent of the chemica
potential of As2,53 whereas the surface energy of the GaAs~2
5 11!A(1 3 1) reconstruction increases towards Ga-r
conditions. This means that — similar to the GaAs surfa
— the difference between energies of both surfaces
larger in the present study and therefore the InAs~2 5 11!
facets vanished from the QD’s leaving behind the InAs$110%
facets.

Region 4 in Fig. 9~b! exhibits a complex structure, whic
appears to be rounded on the intermediate islands. In
simplest case, the~001! surface, inclined to~113!A by 25°,
could develop in this area. The rounded shape must be at
uted to a sequence of crystal planes vicinal to~001! or,
equivalently, to a~001! surface with many irregular atomi
steps that cannot be atomically resolved in STM. The h
step density is indicative of a high growth speed in this
gion.

E. Atomically resolved shape of InAs QD’s grown on GaAs
„1̄1̄3̄…B

Only two types of islands are observed on GaAs(11̄̄3̄)B:
many relatively small QD’s of remarkably uniform size an
some large islands with very broad size distribution.14,47 A
typical InAs QD is depicted in Fig. 11. Similar to the~113!A
case the QD is mirror symmetric with respect to the (11̄0)
plane normal to the substrate. The QD comprises a s
main part terminating by regions 1, 2, and 3 and a flat b
consisting of facets 4 and 5. The flat base, which was
observed on the QD’s on GaAs~113!A, is an intrinsic part of
the InAs QD’s on GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B, which appears not only
during growth, but still exists after annealing treatment of
samples.47

FIG. 11. 3D STM image of an InAs QD grown on GaAs(11̄̄3̄)
B with five characteristic regions: (4203 420) Å 2, U523 V, I
50.1 nA. From Ref. 14.
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As described in Ref. 14, two symmetrical facets 1 and
triangular facet 2 from the main part were identified to
$110% and (1̄1̄1̄)B(A19 3 A19) surfaces, respectively. Sim
lar to the QD’s on GaAs~113!A a rounded structure develop
also on the backside 3 of the island on GaAs(11̄̄3̄)B, which
was considered to be composed of a stacking of vicinal~00
1̄) surfaces. The flat base consists of facets 4 and 5, incl
to (1̄1̄3̄)B by 14.5° and 10.0°, which were determined to
of $1̄3̄5̄%B and$1̄1̄2̄%B orientation, respectively.

The existence of the flat base is in agreement with
idea, proposed in Ref. 15, that the growth rate is lower
those facets where the As-As bond of As2 has to be broken
before incorporation. We will come back to this point belo
The$1̄1̄2̄%B and$1̄3̄5̄%B facets connect the$110% and (1̄1̄1̄)
B(A19 3 A19) facets with the GaAs(11̄̄3̄)B substrate. The
latter three faces actually do not exhibit As dimers at
reconstructed surface. Also, the edges between them
(1̄1̄3̄)B substrate do not supply sites, where As2 molecules
an be incorporated without dissociation. We speculate
this could delay the incorporation of In atoms from the w
ting layer onto$110% and (1̄1̄1̄)B facets, while In presum-
ably reacts with As adatoms and forms low-energy (11̄̄2̄)B
and $1̄3̄5̄%B surfaces at the island foot. In contrast, t
rounded region of vicinal~001̄) surfaces can grow with As2.
Therefore, no connecting facet develops between this reg
and the GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B substrate. More generally, difficulties
with the incorporation of As2 molecules may also be respon
sible for the above-discussed growth limitation on the Ga
(1̄1̄3̄)B substrate.

F. Large InAs islands grown on GaAs„113…A

About 60% of all measured InAs QD’s grown o
GaAs~113!A adopt a final shape elongated along@332̄] that
is shown in Fig. 12. The elongation, observed also by sev
other groups,5,48 gives rise to a spatial anisotropy of the lu
minescence light, which can be applied in polarizatio
sensitive devices.49 In comparison to the QD in Fig. 9~b!,
there is a drastic reduction in size of the~111!A facet: The
length of the edge between~111!A and ~113!A decreases
from (1166 30) Å for the intermediate QD to (606 20) Å

FIG. 12. 3D STM image of an elongated InAs QD grown o
GaAs~113!A: U522.5 V, I 50.33 nA. From Ref. 15.
0-8
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for the elongated QD’s. This infers that~111!A is a fast-
growing facet where In and As are incorporated relativ
easily. As a consequence, new~111!A layers are added
quickly, causing this facet to vanish and leaving behind
creasing$110% facets on both sides of the island. An analy
of the shape of several large islands with different si
clearly shows that the larger islands have grown almost
clusively in the@332̄] direction, while the opposite rounde
side of the islands grows only little. Instead, there is a furt
faceting of the rounded~001! region with appearance o
(1̄1̄3̄)B facets.

Why is an elongation scenario realized instead of prop
tional growth of the rather round, intermediate shape sho
in Fig. 9~b!? We believe that there is a connection betwe
retarded growth of the rounded side and the appearanc
the (1̄1̄3̄)B facets on it. Generally, the~001! facet grows
with the largest rate as reported in experiments of simu
neous growth of low-index surfaces on patterned Ga
substrates,34–38 whereas other facets on the QD’s o
GaAs~113!A grow rather slowly. We would expect th
growth rate of the rounded region to be increased further
the high step density on the vicinal~001! surface. When the
islands adopt the final shape, elongated along@332̄] ~see be-
low!, the vicinal ~001! region partially transforms into two
flat surfaces, which were identified to be (11̄3)B and ~11̄3)
B facets. They form well-ordered edges with the$110% facets
as shown in Fig. 10~d!. The (1̄13)B or ~11̄3)B surface is
inclined to ~113!A by 40° 6 5° and exhibits the unit-cel
vectorsu154.1 6 0.2 Å andu2513.0 6 0.3 Å . @The geo-
metrical values are 35.1°,u153.9 (3.6) Å , and u2
513.7 (12.8) Å~Ref. 50!#.

In contrast to the epitaxy on GaAs~001!, where the As2
molecules can be incorporated as As dimers,51 for the growth
of GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B, the As2 molecules must always b
dissociated.52 Very likely, the occurrence of (11̄̄3̄)B facets
decreases the growth rate at the rounded region stro
since breaking the As-As bonds of the incoming As2 mol-
ecules requires some additional energy. Owing to the — w
respect to@ 1̄10# — larger diffusion length in the@332̄]
direction,35 the In atoms are then incorporated mainly at t
~111!A facet. We note here that the edge of the~111!A facet
with the ~113!A substrate allows for incorporation of As2
molecules without dissociation. This is indicated schem
cally in Fig. 13: In our model two In atoms are adsorbed
the edge whereby a bond of an As surface dimer is brok
These two In atoms together with two In atoms from t
~111!A facet can bond an As2 molecule without dissociation
as a new dimer. This dimer may be broken up by further
atoms and a new layer on the~111!A facet starts to grow. As
a result of the fast growth of the~111!A facet the QD adopts
the elongated shape.

G. Large InAs islands grown on GaAs„1̄1̄3̄…B

Only 4% of all islands on GaAs(11̄̄3̄)B adopt a some-
what elongated shape shown in Fig. 14. Contrary to the e
gated QD’s on GaAs~113!A there is no reduction of the
16531
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GaAs facet size. The length of the edge between the (11̄̄1̄)B
and (1̄1̄2̄)B facets even increases from 1056 15 Å for the
QD’s to 1206 15 Å for the elongated islands. This behavio
indicates that the growth of the elongated shape, if it occu
proceeds mainly by the growth of the~001̄) rounded region

FIG. 13. ~Color! ~a! Ball-and-stick model of one corner of the
InAs QD grown on GaAs~113!A. The As atoms are marked in
different colors: black for the~113!A substrate, blue for the~111!A
facet of the QD, and green for the~101! facet of the QD. Also a first
growth nucleus at the edge between the~113!A substrate and~111!
A facet is depicted.~b! Enlarged part at the edge between the~111!
A facet and the substrate derived from~a!.

FIG. 14. 3D STM image of an elongated InAs QD grown o

GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B: (420 3 420) Å 2, U523 V, I 50.1 nA.
0-9
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in the@332̄] direction. However, similar to the QD’s on theA

face, the$113%A facets should develop on the~001̄) vicinal
region. In fact, a strong decrease of the growth rate at
rounded region and a flattening of the rounded region by
formation of $113%A facets is not observed in the STM im
ages of the elongated islands. This may be due to a di

ence in growth rate between the~113!A and (1̄1̄3̄)B facets.
The size distribution of the elongated islands47 is very

broad with the lengths along@332̄] from 450 up to 850 Å.
There is also no report about a polarization anisotropy fr
elongated QD’s on GaAs(11̄̄3̄)B. These facts suggest tha
these islands are incoherent, i.e., have one or several d
cations incorporated at the interface to the substrate w
relieve the strain. Incorporating the dislocation requires
surmount an energetic barrier, and this is achieved only
few cases~experimentally, 4% of all islands are found to b
elongated!. After the dislocation has been formed, the~001̄)
region can grow with the largest rate without limitatio
caused by elastic strain present in the QD’s, as reported
simultaneously growing low-index surfaces on pattern
GaAs substrate.36,37The islands become elongated along@33
2̄]. In Fig. 15 the models for the intermediate and the elo
gated QD on~113!A and (1̄1̄3̄)B are sketched.

FIG. 15. Shape of InAs QD’s derived from STM measuremen
~a! a QD on GaAs~113!A. The solid line represents the intermedia
QD shape, and the dotted line shows final elongated QD’s a

further growth.~b! A QD on GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B. The solid line indicates
the shape of the QD and the dotted line the incoherent island e

gated along@332̄].
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H. Discussion of growth kinetics

Because of its highly disordered, undulating morpholo
the ~113!A surface very likely exhibits an inhomogeneo
strain distribution just before the SK transition. The sm
and large hills, protruding from the wetting layer, observ
in Fig. 3~a!, can be considered as places where the strai
better relieved and may serve as nucleation sites. Since
height and lateral dimensions of the hills are not equal,
QD growth processes after the SK transition may proc
not simultaneously on the whole surface. Evidence for t
may be found in the embryo aside from the mature QD’s
can be seen in Fig. 6~a!. These effects are responsible for th
observed broad size distribution on the~113!A substrate typi-
cal for nucleation limitation. Such a behavior has not be
reported yet for the InAs/GaAs heteroepitaxy on other s
strate orientations.

Besides the QD’s and the presumably incoherent isla
we also observe growth embryos on the~113!A surface. Fig-
ure 9~a! shows an STM image of a typical embryo. We ha
positioned this image very early in this presentation in or
to facilitate the comparison with the mature QD in Fig. 9~b!.
The embryos have a triangular shape elongated tow

@ 3̄3̄2# with the height up to 13 Å . The bounding facets a
inclined to the substrate by 8°6 4° and exhibit the stripe
like structure with the width of three As dimers, which
characteristic for the$2 5 11%A surfaces23,28 @the geometric
angle between$2 5 11% and~113! planes is 10.0°]. However
the $2 5 11%A facets are fairly disordered; also narrower a
wider stripes@marked in Fig. 9~a!# are seen on the nucleus
Interestingly, the QD’s start to grow with very flat, stab
low-energy surfaces, e.g.,$2 5 11%A in the present case; i.e
the misfit strain drives the system not immediately into
more steeper shape.

The islands on the~113!A surface are terminated by$2 5
11%A surfaces when they start growing from the wetti
layer. Since$2 5 11% is terminated by As dimers, it may grow
fast following the argument given above. Similarly to the fa
growing~111!A facet later in the growth process, the$2 5 11%
A facets disappear from the QD’s, whereas the slower gr
ing $110% facets remain and increase in size. As$110% facets
are energetically more favorable, a shape nearer to equ
rium is reached later in the growth process.

For the (1̄1̄3̄)B surface we suggest another growth sc
nario: Since the wetting layer on the (11̄̄3̄)B substrate is
rather flat, the strain is distributed homogeneously on
whole surface. Therefore, the probability of the QD form
tion is equal everywhere so that a simultaneous SK transi
takes place. After the SK transition the QD’s starts to gr
almost simultaneously with a similar growth rate. This is o
prerequisite for obtaining the narrow size distribution that
observed on GaAs(11̄̄3̄)B. Nucleation can only occur ini-
tially in a time interval short compared to the typical grow
time of a dot. This has been noted above as growth lim
tion.

It is obvious from Fig. 6 that the shape of the QD’s grow
on GaAs~113!A and GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B is quite different: A larger
number of islands on the~113!A substrate are elongated to
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InAs QUANTUM DOTS GROWN ON THE GaAs~113!A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 165310 ~2003!
wards @332̄], whereas the islands on theB face are mostly
rather round. According to our interpretation outlined abo
this results from the distinctive differences in nucleation a
growth which very likely are induced by the differences
the respective wetting layers. The InAs/GaAs system w
for a theoretical simulation which would deliver the hiera
chy of atomistic processes and the rate determining st
Our study on the~113!A surface is especially interesting fo
this purpose since it exhibits many different growth stat
embryos, intermediate~coherent! QD’s and large~presum-
ably coherent as well as incoherent! islands. Interestingly on
both substrates, the area from which the material is collec
seems not to play a role in determining the size of the QD
There are areas free of QD’s whereas in other areas QD’s
rather near to each other as can be seen from Figs. 6~b! and
7~c!.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have compared the growth of InAs QD’s o
GaAs~113!A and GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B substrates. The symmetry o
the QD’s and orientation of the main bounding facets
found to be equal on both GaAs~113!A and GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B
substrates. The QD’s on GaAs~113!A exhibit (1̄10) as sym-
metry plane, $110% and ~111!A bounding facets, and a
rounded region of the vicinal~001! surfaces. The latter re
gion becomes more steep with the appearance of (11̄̄3̄)B
surfaces in a later growth state, giving rise to a shape e
gated along@332̄]. The QD’s on GaAs(1̄1̄3̄)B exhibit also
the (1̄10) symmetry plane.$1̄1̄0% and (1̄1̄1̄)B and a
rounded region of vicinal$001̄% surfaces serve as boundin
facets. Contrary to the QD’s on GaAs~113!A, steeper (1̄1̄3̄)
B facets do not develop at the vicinal$001̄% surfaces and a
flat base of high-index (11̄̄2̄)B and (1̄3̄5̄)B surfaces devel-
ops at the foot of the$110% and (1̄1̄1̄)B bounding facets. So

*Corresponding author. FAX:149-30-8413-5106. Electronic ad
dress: jacobi@fhi-berlin.mpg.de
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